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RAI LEDGER.
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ris, John Dick, Ewing Fsrmer,
template taking the examineDock Barnes, Lewis W. Rom, T.
tions for certificates to teach:
Wright, John Holland, J. M.
J.
The May examination ques
N. M. Lassiter, Major
Scruggs,
tions will he the first questions
Dixon, Don Nix, John
Ben
Bucy,
Issued by the new board.
Carlton and Mack Barnett. Pets
It is not the purpose of this
In these parts there seems to ery day during those months. tit jury.-David Clopton, Noble
board to make the questions dif- be a feeling of resentment There was but little use of plantJ. D. Trevathan, S. A. Frankfort, Ky., April 8.-T
but Rill the pur- against the hibernating ground- ing anything; nothing grew to Harris,
catchy
or
ficult
the
A nation wide appeal for
Fakes, John Buie, George Gat- enactment of the hurl* thalami _
board to give quee- hog became he-proved to be a speak of, but they did plant oozes
the
of
pose
riga
lin, John-Si-Ma, B.- F-..-Cirraway; general assembly requiring the •
living of wide paper andinvolve principles or false prophet when he hobbled as usual and planted with mitthat
tions
C.
Redis being made by Wm.
Chess Scruggs, W. R. Falwell, graded school districts to maintals. Some say, in fact from his winter home on Feb. tens on. • * July was colder
fundamen
departfield, secretary of the
T. L. Holland, Frank Pogue, tain a high school equal to that
"make the questions
June, and August was
say,
than
obsereven
all
weather
a
take
to
2
on,
Washingt
ment of commerce,
Wilson Reed, C. W. Butterworth, of the county or pay tuition its St
If practical means vation, says the New York Sun. colder than July. Ice half an
."
practical
paof
i
Charles Wrather, J. W. Clark, high school for all its commeet
as a result of the shortage
, that questions be associated with :Arctomys monax not seeing a inch thick formed in July, but
Horace Jones, Dick Wilcox, school graduates, sealed t bt
per material.
if practical means that'shadow of himself returned to in August it formed an inch and
life,
nohave
Will Jetton, Pat Stone, Gus Wal- doom of a hundred or more ape-Paper manufacturers
involve principal rath- his snuggery for a brief stay, more. There was a heavy snowquestions
sethe
ston. Cetus Butterworth, James eial little districts scattered over
tified the government of
er than mere facts, if practical . confident that spring would soon storm on August 30. The whole
material
raw
Orr, Charlie Albritten, W. W. Kentucky, which in times peat
rious shortage of
that the questions be tak-!come up from the south. So tra- summer was as bleak and dreary
means
paper,inof
Howard, John Hurt, J. B. Swan, were educational oases, which,
for the manufacture
from the very 'essentials 0; dition had it. Forthwith winter as November. There was not a
en
an&
papers,
R. W. Key, E. B. Edwards, Will now are lagging behind the adeluding rags and old
subject matter which. the'began to rage with blizzards and green thing-to--be seen any
the
Shel- vanced position of the coisstii
to
collect
Fab,a C. Grogab,--G."ts
efforts are being made
is going to present to bitter cold,_ storm upon storm where."
teacher
VenaBrown
which
papers
Hughes,
Rob
ton,
all rags and old
•
rural schools.
the pupil, then the questions and blasts unintermittent,
How did the woodchuck eke ble and M. W. Burkeen.
will greatly better existing conT. J. Coates, supervisor of rawill be practical.
day after day and week after out a subsistence? How did any
ditions for the American manuJohn
son
of
Meloan,
nd
schools, is urging these disHendrick
I would advise those expect-'week, until it seemed that when one keep warm? As a matter of
facturers.
has
ac,
Nashville
of
which contain less than,
tricts
Mc
Meloan,
ing to take the examination to the season changed it must be fact, everybody was miserable
Notices have been distributed
base
a
with
amassed valuation 41
position
$500,000
a
cepted
become familiar with the state from winter to summer, with and many were gripped by supthroughout the country by the
Iowa
to dissolve and inersseCentral
the
in
property,
team
course of study (that red.
-spring lost in the shuffle. _But erstition. Had theism_ lost _ite ball
government aridordered- to -be
home
his
leave
into the cousip
their
will
identity
and
league,
bound book given to you at your the groundhog was right after power, and was the end of the
posted in conspicious places.
to
date
the 30 per mit
With
early
system.
an
at
Nashville
in
last institute by your superin- all. He went back into his hole world coming? James Goodling,
They say that something like
has
he said it relimit,
their
Hendrick
levy,
team.
the
join
tendent with instructions, "fol- prepared to stand a long seige a Vermont farmer, thought so.
15,000 tons of different kinds of
be
will
nt of $500,001twho
an
here
assessme
quires
friends
many
low closely.") Also study at of wintry weather. It was leap In the belief that freezing and
paper and board are manufacturgood
a
has
for
such a dishe
at
the
minimum
that
learn
to
glad
least one of the Reading Circle year, and an old verse has it:
starvation was to be the fate of
ed every day in the United States
school.
a
high
to
season.
maintain
the
trict
for
place
books.
-"If cloudy Candelmas Day in all living creatures, he humaneand a large portion of this, after
more
raise
them
don't
of
Some
ly killed his cattle and hanged
the leap year be,
serving its purpose, could be
tsp..
special
by
their
$100
than
And the woodchuck his shadow himself in the barn, after urgused over again in some class of
schon'Y
state
nt
the
to
suppleme
. cannot see, .
ing Mrs. Goodling to follow his
paper. A large part of it, howfund.
ground hole he goes example. There was a little
his
to
Back
ever, is either burned or otherThey contribute nothing to the
to stay,
warmth the first fortnight in
ohn
wise wasted. This, of course,
2.-J
April
Ky.,
Mayfield,
school fund, and the new
county
Fools'
All
till
will
last
winter
Benton, Ky., April 3. - Ed For
September. The mercury in the
d- law will result in one of three
ex-Confe
has to be replaced with new ma- Thompson, 42 years old, a resiaged
an
r,
Alexande
Day.",
tube crept up to 70 degrees, but
terials. In the early history of dent of Marshall county, was This in justification of the
and a familiar figure things: They will discouragein the middle of the month win- ate soldier
was
publicity
industry
, respected children finishing the 8th grade the paper
killed by N. C. & St. L. passen- groundhog or woodchuck. As a try conditions returned, a n d about town, esteemed
savof
ce
importan
the
to
who knew they will seek to extend their
given
erstrain No. 3 sometime Satur- weather prophet his reputation there was no more relief. The and beloved by all
less
of
!scarcely
is
It
o'clock Sunday boundries, thus reducing Mats
ing rags.
day night at a point a mile north has really been enhance& -Thit crops were of course, a failure. him, died at 11
departThe
now.
ce
importan
night of a complication of trou- county school territory, or they
of Hardin. Thompson was seen what we should like to know is A terrible year.
to
glad
is
e
commerc
boarding will abolish the special district.
of
ment
walking the tracks shortly be- whether the artic year of1816 is But there has been nothing bles, at the Smith
attenthe
to
matter
this
bring
passenger depot
He believes it to the mutual
fore _the train passed, according to be repeated in 1916.. Unfor- like it in this part of the world house, near the
hopes
the
in
public
formerand
the
old
of
tion
years
78
was
He
e of the district and soadvantag
cannot
g
groundho
the
tunately
and
to people in that vicinity,
since-that is to say, no long
fp unty to mergs,_ where the diwcounty.
that practical results may flow Sunday morning at 6 o'clock a enlighten us, although his interCalloway
in
lived
ly
protracted and crop-killing ccld
from it. A little attention to track-walker named R. W. Galt, est in the matter is paramount
two or three times ma- titict is poor,
will not increases
such a scale. New England had been
on
paper
old
and
He
rags
of
children.
saving
no
the
the expenses of the couuty,whiair
found Thompson's body lying by A vegetarian's rations would be has had ite "dark days," when rried, but left
our
to
relief
Algenuine
George
mean
of
will
111
must maintain a high school as;--.
the track, the legs crushed and hard to find if there were to be pious old women and fearful old was a half brother
and
ld,
orMayfie
paper industry and a diminish- the head badly injured. He no summer in 1916. Twenty
south
the 20 cents::
way._ It will
men miserably stood, so they exander,
s
Mrs.
nieces,
two
ing drain upon our sources for was dead. Galt summoned Dan- years ago the Sun published an
also leaves
from that district to the courts
thought, in the shadow of the
.
James
materials
Mrs.
and
new
'I
fund and having the advantage
'lel Pace, C. T. Starks and Steve interview with an aged man, last judgnsent; but the Artie Cir- Charles Neal
eld,
Stubblefi
near
living
Neal,
of the county high school, the
State Examiner Makes Seggestion. Irvan. farrnera living nearoy, James Winchester, who was cle has not dropped down to the
county.
the
of
part
south
people of the district may; 15'
; and the body was removed. Tho- fourteen years old when his na- lattitude of Bennington. Why in the
y
fond
especiall
was
Josh
Uncle
they desire, increase their /beat.
0
Prof. A. J. Jolly, one of the mpson is survived by five broth- Ulm state of Vermont was dev- should the snows and bitter colds
his
seemed
it
and
of children,
assessment for the benefit of the-school examiners of the state,!ers, Charlie, Albert, Kinnie and astated by snowstorms in the of 1816 recur 100 years later?
had
he
when
delight
greatest
local school.
makes the following suggestions 1 Will,:all of Hardin, and P. H. summer of the year after Water- There is the coincidence of an
about him.
gathered
children
go
down
star
's
Napoleon
loo
saw
tha
McCrackof
clerk
Eun,
era of war and desolation in
that will prove of much value, Thompso
Henry Youtsey is Refused a Pardeein the blackest night and peace rope, but the parallel is not com- He will be missed from the
if followed, to teachers who con- en circuit court.
return to war-wasted Europe. plete in that we have not seen streets of Mayfield. For severFrankfort, Ky., April 4-- 74tis.
The whole year of 1s16, with the end of ours. It cannot be al years he has been living here
4*-iraitair.640..-+•:+4.7.--*****4--41****0-«***-1Kairalga*•,:•-startastaieaitastaic*a
E. O'Sullivan, chairman af
brief intervals of tepidity, was left to the groundhog, dependa- and always was of a kind and D.
*
board of prison commissioncold and comfortless. On June ble prophet as he is, though his happy disposition, even though -the
*
*
a
favoring and Commissionelms
41.
17 snowifell to a depth of ten re-emergence might hold a por- he had suffered untold agonies ers,
*
a
a
Hate's* Will be given at the School Himiiie-niM*ky-lreit, "April 13, * inches in Vermont, and in New
in the past few years from rheu- M. S. Conley and L Tom
a
tent.
a
want
today
parole
matism and other complications. er opposing,
at 8 o'clock. Directed by Miss Eunice Chary, under
4
* York, New Jersey and Pensyla
0
Isais
who
Youtsey,
Circuit Court Cosvenes *today.
He has always been loyal to the refused Henry
auspices at Methodist Missionary Society.
4
vania it was three inches deep.
*
a
ad-a
prison
in
years
*
Confederate cause and no man spent sixteen
*
"That storm of Junes-1-7.!! said
a
y
a
complicit
of
n
the ever enjoyed attending the re- ter convictio
*
OF PLAYERS:
* James Winchester, "was one of The regular April term of
a
*
J G. Glasgow : the severest I ever saw, even in Calloway County Circuit Court unions of these gallant old sold- the assassination of Govern
Glasgow
Jemima
Miss
,
Teacher:
0
.
Goebel.
Pupils-4'.
* the deptkof winter, in that lo- will be convened next Monday at iers more than Uncle Josh.1
a
ow,
in
Hanberry
GirlsTuesday
Judge
place
o'clock.
49
took
Burial
And
:
Large Law Fee AlhareL
a
Sam Holcomb o cality of severe snows."
Samantha Holcomb
JIL
of ing to illness, will be unable to the Neale grave yard.
out
came
'cold,
bitter
wind,
S
Diltz
Holton_
0
will
* Dilzie Holton.
Tom Stokes ' o - the north and piled the snow in attend and a special judge
Paducah, Hy., April 3.-A fee-a Tommie Stokes
Gels Seedily.
at
Married
Stanley
*
Governor
by
named
be
*
Johnson
Dudley
of
James
deep drifts. An uncle
a Dora Ann Johnson
of $15,000, the largest ever al* Bonnie Langston
Barney Langston : Winchester who sallied out in to hold the court Judge William
McCreehnon
o
and Miss Maude lowed a law firm in
Riley
o
Walton
•Hilliard Kennedy *
possibly
will
Paducah,
* Hilda Kennedy
of
Reed.
some
herd
to Attsse- .
a Bernice Berry
Dr. B. F. Berry 0 the whirl of flakes to
joined in wedlock county, was awarded
were
Penny
week,
first
*
the
for
court
the
hold
lost
t
sheep:in a:distan pasture
John K. Hendrick and
-or Ocia Harrison
Otis Harrison
Sunday at the home of Rev. aeys
Bob Gatlin
his way, and three dass after- at least this unconfirmed report
by Circuit Jixigis
Oliver
M.
Roberta Gatlin '
Monroe Edwards, near Got°. Mr.
Ben Hood
for their ler-ward a searching party found is current here.
Rebecca Hood
Saturday
Reed
M.
son of Mr. and Mrs.
a
is
the
Riley
which
from
Jim Strader
panels
The
ss %
Jennie Strader
There
drift.
great
a
for the cesa-him dead in
-Riley, while his bride is vices in the fight
Jim Farmer
Wallace
be
will
juries
pettit
Virginia Farmer
and
grand
Deyear.
that
was no summer
the Mayfield draiisethe eldest daughter of Mr. and struction of
by
d
summone
been
have
chOsen
Boys.-Chelie Cathey, Will Jones, Homer Williams,
Mr.
season,
the
terrible
scribing:
money will beClarence Penny. Both are age ditch. Tne
of
Mrs.
composed
are
Dee Houston, Tom Morris, Cnarlie Smith, 'Wade Crawand
sheriff
:thesaid:
'Winchester
land owners on
ford, Ocean Decker, Otrie Paschall, Charlie Hood, Charlie
well -known young people and paid by the
Grand
citizens:
following
the
July
June,
during
nd
"The'wi
the canstruction
Eaker, Robert Broach and JohesCloptcr.
have many friends who wish stallments as
Geo.
rth,
Butterwo
-Arthur
jury.
continuwas
1816
of
and August
the ditch progresses. Objects:as
ALL STARS IN THE CAST
them a long and happy life,
B.
C.
Turner,
Henry
Dulaney,
it
and
north,
probably appear)
the
from
ously
They will make their home at to the ditch will
Ford.
Itley
Hale.
Tickets on Sale at Wear's Drug Store at 50q General
T.
0.
,Fulton.
Farmers
cold.
and
fiercely
blew
of appeals at FrankRay Gob, where Mr. Riley is employ- to the court
Siedd,
Admission, 35c.
T.
W.
Hopkins,
H.
IN.
mitand
overcoats
heavy
wore
fort
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Hopes Women Will
Adopt This Habit
As Well As Men

VILLA AND U. S.
FORCE IN BATTLE

PASS

IMMIGRATION

BI" MARINES TAKE HAND
IN CHINESE ROW

Literacy Test and Asist,c Exclusion
Are Retained IMeasure-eias
had Three Vetoes.

CONTROL AGREEMENT
pendlture of $46,000,000 in Five
Years Is Provided-States Ts
Aid In Work.

ELDERLY WOMEN
SAFEGUARDED
Others How They Were
Through
a
Change of Life.

Washington.- Flood control 'Willi' Till
Washington The iturneit Immigra.
r
lion received inspettoo both it
Safely
thin bill, with its literacy test and
se
"
PreilWhite House and In
Asiatic exclusion provisions unchang- LANDIS AT SWATOMI,ON APRIL
VILLA'S FORCE, IIIITIMATIED AT ed, passed the house. Ilea to ti7. It now
dent Wilson and Chairman Humphreys
Glees of hot water each mornCITY
BUT FOUND
of the house flood c nmnittee agreed
500, SEVERELY DEFEATED
ing fielpe us took and feel
#04.11 to the senate, where favorable ticDurand, Wis.—"I am the mother of
a program to be etubodied In a bill
on
QUIRT.
fresh.
sweet,
AT GUERRERO.
clean,
tion is regarded as assured.- .
•
children and I owe my life to
fourteen
whtvh the committee will report in
Lydia E. l'inIthein's
The literacy test, about which (hi
about ten days; while Representative'
Vegetable Comfight against the bill had centered, was
Keeney of illtiels introduced In the
bright, alert-vigoriplet_leid
_
pound. When I was
sustained, :144 to le7. This provisien
etvacious-• good clear ekes. 0 Bathouse the Newlands river regulation
46 and had th•
brought veto,* f similar immigration
ural, rosy complexion and freedom
bill, already pending In the senate. A
Clissgs of Life,
sobny Presidents Cleveland, Taft and
s
ii
.
):ii
N
t
from Illness are assured only by clean.
tearing will be held on the Measure
• fiload recomhealthy blood. If only every woman Villa Men Reported To Se Assumlne
One et the Lstvist cities et chins before the_ flivoil control committee
mended It and it
Representative Burnett, chairman of
and likewise every man could realise
by OW
gay* too such relief
epee
sorreed
,
Protean
The
tarctsros
IhisiaIts
toospernt.ance
predicted
Career=
the Ortensioe and The
the Immigratro
n comtnilleg
the wonders of drinking phosphated
from my bad feels
president and Iteprtsentative Humof Yuan Ohl Kai.-Officisis
there was sufficient strength to repass
Troops Prepared To Resist
hot water each morning, what a grat•
Ingo that I took
expendian
phreys
would
fur
provide
the bill over another veto. The vest
Ask For Warship.
several bottles. I
Bandit Army.
'tying change would fake place.
over
$46,000,000
ture
approxitnstely
of
dent has not indicated his purpose to
am now well and
Instead of the thousands of sickly,
of five years. It would inperiod
a
the house leaders.
healthy and recomanaemic-looting men, women and
Peking -Marines from the United clude the provision that the state benSan Antonio, Texas.--Villa's force,
Both record votes on the literacy test
to other ladies."
Compound
girls with pasty or muddy complexyour
Wilmington
went efited by the work must provide rights mend
estimated at 500, was severely defeat- and on the passage of the bill were States gunboat
Wig.
MARY RIDOWAY, Durand,
ions. instead of the multitudes of
—Mrs.
and
at
ashore
Chine's*
Swatow,
maintenance
the
of
where
and
work
for
way
Col.
by
ed at Guerrero un March 29
Without regard to party lines. Majorriteet
NV
"nerve wrecks." "rundowns, "brain
Woman
[netts
Matetisch
actual
declared
Independhave
their
A
furnish a part of the cost of
Dodd, according to a report from Gen. ity Leader Kitchin voted for the lit' troops
fags" and pessimists we should see a
Blackstone, Mass.-"My troubles
Gen. Funston, sent from eracy test and for the bill. Minority ence of the central government The construction. The states would spend
virile, optimistic throng of rosy' Pershing to
from my age, and I felt awfully
were
the
detachment
found
reconnoitered
while
and
120,000.000
apprexiniately
the San Geronimo ranch.
Leader Mann voted against the litercheckedpeople everywhere.
three years. I had hot !lashes
fur
sick
the city quiet.
government was spending $46,000.000.
Actual fighting between Gen. Persh- acy test and then tor the bill. An inside bath is had by drinking.
often and frequently suffered from
river,
The
'Mississippi
the
work
on
and
troops
•
The litimphrej reciprocal exclusion
Lydia E. Pinkham's
each morning before breakfast, a glass ing's columns of Ameriteui
undernbe bill, would be continued un• pains. I took
was be- amendment, aimed at retaliation on
Chang-Chow.Fu Rebels.
and now ani Well."
VegetableCompound
of real hot water with a teaspoonful Francisco Villa's bandit army
der the jurisdiction of the present Mho
Amoy.-Chang-Chow-Fu, one of this
NI limestone phosphate in it to Vtaa31 lieved to be in progress along the Meat Columbia because of its exPIERnit COURW01111111, Box Mt
ebudept
from the stomach, liver, kidney, ani Illesieren Northwestern retway; -be- eitistoti 11 skilled ltd iinekttled tabor largeit tette' Of - refute has declared
'
21".. 1,"°n°
army board of engineers with author- 1
InforChihuahua.
and
Nisedra
tween
countries,
day's
foreign
Its independence of the government of
ten yards of bowels the previous
from this and tither
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DOING HOSTLER SERVICE
Miss Iris Ford, one of the reigning favorites in 4.ondun stalely and
frequently referred to as a "Diana of
the Buckinghamshire hunts," Is among
the women of the empire who have
Undertaken menial tasks as tneir conIbUtion to the defense of the country
against the Teutonic allies. Miss
Feed Is a helper in one of the remount
depets established by the war departmint for the ears and training of
horses destined for service at the
front,
Miss Ford. along with her emupanions, reports at the stable at 7
a, tn., and works until six o'clock In
the evening. They nave not only to
'break' the animals with vicious tendencioa and hostility to mounts, but
also to clean them of mud and dirt
and preserve the sanitary conditions
of the *tables. Thera is at the depot
where Miss Ford is enlisted, near
Maidenhead. as well as all other remount establishments, what Is termed a "bead lad." who in every instance is
a woman, for at none of the remount stations Is there a man to do any part
of the work.
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The mpment your back hurts or kidneys aren't acting right, or if hadder
bothers you, get about four ounces of
•••
lad Salts from any good pharmacy;
take a tablespoonful in a glass of
water before breakfast for a few days
*
elle
and your kidneys will then act fine.
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ever, t' understand why th' more amen.
_
Ther's many silly superstitions
really, truly congressman in the tamable among us attach so much imporabout vralkin' under a ladder. dryin'
Has•1100,000 Woodpile.
tance t' luck since so much that is
A $100,000 woodpile—walnut logs
o' warts, upsettin' tb' salt, 'teeth' tb'
"Leak., as if they're,going to send
considered necessary in roundin' out a
heaped ctgrthre.e
y.
moon over th' left shoulder, breakin'
grand-bleekellf
—
George to congress." he told his wife.
,seccesieful
LI apparently -inissin'
Is waiting the completion of the new
tookin' glantes an' setttel' down t' dinShe seemed strangely lacking in enin so many whose lives have been suc, regardgunstock factory at Chillicothe, Mo.
ner with thirteen, all poplar!)
tbuslasse.
cessful. Per Instance, how many
c suite it Fair.
A force of 1,100 men is buying up the
ed as omens o' some impendin' calam"Aren't you glad to hear of
times
have
we
said,
"I
don't
see
how
walnut timber in Katlam, Iowa, Illiity such as bustin' a tire, sudden adGeorge's good hick?" her husband askednois, Arkanasup and Missouri. Train- that feller gits by," or "How do you versity, tall dark strangers enteHn'
"Ye-es," she murmured, renectivelr. 'Bet do in think (Merge Is Old
loads of logs are arriving in Chillico- suppose she ever got marrled?"-,--your life early wedlock an' th'-vialt.0'
enough to go to congress"
the daily. The factory alreay has a
T'day th world is tall o' super. relatives.'
"Little George" was then a .sturdy and promising little chap of fifty-two
pay roll of 1.500 men and, when com_
_____Years.
pleted, will be the largest plant of its
.4111INDIOMMOMMIla
kind in the country. With a decrease
In demand for guns, the manufacturing
of wooden ware, such as motor car
and wagon spokes, will be taken up.
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Eating meat regularly eventually
produces kidney trouble in some form
or other, says a well known authority,
because the uric acid In moat eicite•
the kidneys, they become overworked;
get sluggish; clog up and cause all
sorts of distress, particularly backache
and misery in the kidney region; rheaMatic twinges, severe headaches acid
stomach, constipation, torpid liver,
sleeplessness, bladder and uninary
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Is Our Desire t' See Niagary-Fails
on th' Wane?

QUITS LIFE-SAVING SERVICE

After fifty-four years of service
to the government of the United
States, Sumner I. Kimball has retired
at the age of eighty-one.
For thirty years he was at the
head of the United States coast guard
and live-saving service.
In accepting his application for retirement, President Wilson paid him
a beautiful tribute, bolding him up to
the admiration of his fellows for the
development of the wonderful humanitarian system of life saving
from its infancy. The president said:
"I desire to extend to you my fer
licttations upon the closing of your
active career in the public service
with which you have been identified
for more than half a century, and to
avail myself of this opportunity to
express the interest I feel in writing
into effect _UM-mandate of congress
which carries for you so signal an
honor in recognition of your distinguished service at the head of the life-saving service of the United States."
There is no more modest man iu Washington than Superintendent Kimball, and when he was asked to comment upon his record he said: "I may have
earned some credit, but I certainly do not deserve all of the encomiums that
nave been heaped upon me."

Secretary McAdoo's Plae.s.
The McAdoo La us contomPlAte Increasing the customs revenues at no
point. It proposes to repeal the freesugar clause, which in cp.' normal
course of events would ;Moine effective May 1 next, and thus to in
tam n some $52,000,000 annual income
which would be wiped out if this
clause were left on the statutes. That
this feature will be readily adopted is
not seriously to be questioned. It took
all the influence that the administration could bring to bear, to adopt the
schedule that looked to ultimate free
sugar. It will be a good deal easier
to repeal that clause than it was to
enact it.
But aside from this concession to
revenue necessities, the administr•
tion proposes to give no recognition
to tariff needs. It will stand by the
Underwood measure, and ask the
country to pay direct taxes instead of
Indirect ones that mean protection.
On this point there will be made up
an Issue that will not fail to have tm.
port-ant bearing on the work of the
coming congress and on the presidential campaign of next year.
The treasury plan, it will be observed, does not .nclude any additional imposts on liquors, either malt
or distilled. Explanation of this is
found in the statement from high administration quarters tha.- the last Increase of malt liquors was about all
the ?ndustrfiraitthought able to bear.
while the tax on distilled liquors was
already so high that to increase it
would likely to reduce production and
therefore revenue. This, of course, is
a purely mathematical calculation,
with no consideration for sentiment
concerning other than revenue aspects
of the question. There will be eon
sideration of those aspects however

Legal Day of Rest.
a
The New York court of appeals has
—e=2e-evcs..
given a decision sustaining the 'oneday-rest-in-seven" law that meets the
strong approval of progressively minded citizens. The following sentences
41Cr.
are worth quoting: "We have no power of decision of the question whether
it is the wisest and best way to offset these conditions and to give employees the protection which they
01.1:6711.
'
1
16'?"
need, even if we had any doubt on Zior
'.11111111111."'
that subject. Our only inquiry must
be whether the provision on its face
•S
seems 'reasonable, fair and approT'gether Set Oat
Duster
Git_fleven
Dollars
an'
a
Linen
Tbet_could
be"Ever'buddy
can
fairly
be
priate, and whether it
With a Light Heart an' a Few Bollet Eggs V Visit th' Country's Greatestlieved that Its natural consequences
Aesthetic Asset. Girls Used t' Git Married Jest t' nee Magary Falls."
will be in the direction of the betterment of public health and welfare.
What's become o' th' ole time en- fore th' tomb o' Napoleon, know that
and therefore that it is one which the
state for its protection and advantage thusiasm th' mere mention o' Magary th' rapids of Niagary River afford
theoretic water power equal t' four
may enact and enforce."
-Fails used t' arouse? Who kin acmillion hosses7- count fer our wanin' desire t'-look
Sight-seem' Illtie charity, should bek
wuz
that
wonder
WISE HOSTESS
on th' great natural
gin at home, but with th' comin' of a
Won Her Guests to Postum.
once th' shrine o'countless thousands? little prosperity nothin'll do but a tour
Th' time wuz when Magary Falls wuz abroad. So th' wonders an beauties
"Three great coffee rfnkers were
th' goal o' ever' true American. It of America are forgotten in our rush
my old school friend and her two wuz th' bight o' ever' feller's ambition fer th' galleries an' tombs an' ruins o'
daughters.
could Europe. Sometimes we stop off in
t' reach th' point where he
"They were always complaining and shake th' responsibilities o' life long Washin'ton long enough t' see where
taking medicine. I determined to give enough t' visit th' great cataract. It th' father o' our country is tucked
them Postum instead of coffee when wuz regarded as a part o' his educa- away, but most o' us seem t' regard
they visited me, so without saying tion. Folks used t' save up fer Niagary Niagary Falls as bein' too close t'
anything to them about it. I made a Falls instead o' a rainy day. They home t' amount t' anything.
Unwarranted Criticism.
Baltimore
the
Those who attended
big pot of Postum the first morning.
were rated accordin' t' th' number o' (Protected ty Adant• New•paper Ser•Icflt`
convention four years ago will never
"Mr. Newton D. Baker doesn't know
"Before the meal was half over, times they had made th' pilgrimage t'
anything about an army, it is said,
forget that slim, rtudiona figure which,
No Genius Biographer.
each one passed up her cup to be re- th' great scenic wonder. Ever'buddy
with remarkable oratorical and disbut he is a good lawyer."—Exchange„
filled, remarking how fine the 'coffee' that could git seven dollars an' a linen
Biography has not yet had her
putative ability, led the tight for WilA criticism which would have apwas. The mother asked for a third duster Vgether set out with a light Shakespeare, her Dante, or even her plied with equal force to Stanton, to
son In the Ohio delegation. He broke
cup and inquired as to the brand of heart an' a few boiled eggs t' visit th' Goethe; her supreme and only Bos- Root, to Taft and to every other great
the unit rule and prevented the wastcoffee I used. I didn't answer her country's greatest aesthetic asset. No- well remains una.pproached in the re- secretary of war. Experience has
part
northern
men
from
the
ing of the
question just then. for I heard her say buddy thought o' visitin' th' Holy Land gion where he dwells aloof from ri- shown that the war department needs
of the state on Judson Harmon, the
a while before that she didn't like Pos- without first droppin' in on ole Nia- valry through such self-sacrifice as no a lawyer at'its head. and no man has
favorite son.
t= unless it was more than half gary. Girls used t' git married lust other has been willing to make, but made a complete success as secretary
?
It is not too much to say that
from Plutarch down, biography has of war who was not a lawyer.
coffee.
Woodrow Wilson might never have
t' see Niagary Fills.
"After breakfast I told her that the
been president of the United States
T'day we're all too apt t' overlook had the advantage of every other muse
'coffee' she liked so well at breakfast th' wonderful an' beautiful about us in the absolute simplicity of her duty.
Partisanship Rebuked.
had It not been for this plucky battle
was pure Postum, and the reason she In our craze fer somethin' foreign After her choice of a hero, she has
of Newton D. Baker. The Cleveland
Not since Abraham Lincoln was
liked it was because it was properly T'day some folks blush when they ad- no choice but truth to the facts of his chosen to sit in the White House has
leader bld been the original Wilson
made.
man in Ohio and many years before a
mit that they're seen Niagary Falls life, or any choice except between full- there been a, graver crier's than that
"I have been brought up from a Then they hurry t' qualify th' state- ness or spareness in her devotion to of the moment—Tribune,
student under Wilson in Johns Hopnervous, wretched invalid, to a fine ment by addin'. in the same breath. them. If she is faithful to these, she
kins university. in the very city where
True! and the Tribune is among the
condition of physical health by teat,. "1 stopped off an hour or so on my way will not have failed of her duty to her newspapers that have put partisanship
the convention was held.
ing off coffee and using Posturn.
Added to personal affection. Mr.
t' New York." Jest think o' th' thols theme; and such is the charm of one above patriotism and used whatever
"I am doing all I Can to help the sands who annually visit th' Pyramids man's life to all other men, she will petty measure of influence they could
Wilson thus four years ago incurred
world from coffee slavery to Postum who have never even heard o' Tona- not have failed of the fascination command to embarrass the president.
a political debt. This debt he now re4
fseedom. and have earned the grati- wanda, New York. Jest think o' th' which every muse likes to exercise —New York World.
pays by giving Mr. Baker a post, if
not of great ease or financial emolument, certainly of immense responsibility tude of many, many friends." Name high brows who pick up an' trot off t' upon mortals —W. D. Howells.
Aevantage of Free Wool.
and opportunity to display creative and administrative talent of the highest given by Postum Co.. Battle Creek. Europe ever' year thinkin' that they
A Foolish Notion.
Mich.
The American Woolen company re_ order.
kin see Niagary Falls any ole time.
"The critics say the last act of our porta that '.t has developed a valuable
Postum comes in twa.forms:
Mr. Wilson's second war secretary. like his first. Is a lawyer of the highJest. think o' th' tourists o' broad an'
—eir th' nap- pTay falls flat." remarked the man- export trade to Canada and South
Postern Cereal—the original form— narrow means who pour
est caliber. Unlike Mr. Garrison. however, Mr. Baker is a politician of wellAmerica. It is true that this is due
- earned repute. lie is studious by inclination, but by occupation a rough-and- must be well boiled. 15c and 250 day after day searchin' fer some new ager.
"Hum.- said the "angel." can't you In large part to the interference of
tumble fighter.
spot t' visit who reason that Magary
OklteInstant Postum—a solele powder--• Falls 'II keep an' that they kin go int in a few of theme 'props' I hear the war with the Industries of Europe,
Into Mr. flaker'n hatidi will be put the execution of the preparedness'
dissolves quickly in a cup of hot Wit- there waken they can't go anywhere -you theatrical people talking so much but we are as Ruch entitiell_ to point
plsn for the army which congress is quite certain to enact this session.
Whether he will have sympathy with army aims and army feelings is ter, and, with cream and sugar, makes else. HOW many Americans•know, as about"
to It as one of the fruits of the Undertariff. as -the Republicans are to
w
. more In doubt. For several monthe Se has supported the president's pre- R eeliclous beverage Instantly. 30c they tumble o'etotb' ruins o' Pompeii.
New Use for Seaweed.
that.th'-length o' th' curved.creast line
accuse the Underwood ,lac of respenli'orts 'stand. le tie tee sit the other protein/eat Wilson policies.. He was and P•oc. WV)
.
Seaweed is wialiestataa.siasaposition eibdita.lay.reduced. rexenee. We are
p'1115110-1111•11r1eetts--allsne..le tweettyIltUe army man and is believed to have
Poth forms are equally elicious an
°Met/tally an avoword tittleaa
feet? flow- roar.- er4.
take the- ?!.1„.e of be= for hero/v'. 4..
thousand
th..• same. .e.net alsoni.-ths•ealno Per .ell:Weaw.ina
stit
bat,tor entliJoi..for ne_ one can doubt
btnci flite ASH,* of the tiel.*Aiterv
.
.v.
_- - —o
romer 4us,as they steed tewchl"onli Meet be•
a Reason" for Postum.
-,,z- is 'fool lute tteea of great idtimees the president. Mr. Baker still is a member of several pence societiesvantage to our manufaettirette.
--told hy,Grocera
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Is the Republican party to Bilalifir
WWI ridteulotte at the national oak__
vention In June by declaring for a high
protective tariff? The world is nioe•
In- swiftly to new couditious, and w•'
asa nation are more vitally airlifted
perhaps-thin most uThirfei11141. Alt OW'
shipyards on every coast are working
st top speed to provide tonnage to replace that lost through the fearful
ravages and insatiable demands of
war. This tonnage must, and uf
course will, seek markets left open
I • us by the present porn/leant* In
the European struggle However, all
such markets, It should be pointed
out and kept In mind, can neve- be
wen and kept If the United States is
to withdraw within herself and keep
behind the old Chinese wall of protection. The logic of the situation is
seemingly dawning epon_ many of our
leading bankers who have been prominent supporters of the Republican
party, as they see, now that they have
been railed upon to lend capital to the
nationie we ars seeking to come into
(loser relations with commercially,
that we cannot flood them with our
goods unless we give a like opportunito them. Trsde can never be onesided and be successful.
•
The protective-tang theory was
doomed before the war broke out, but
the war has hastened Its demise many
years. Special tariffs, "preferential
treatment," the securing of "zones of
Influence," or, more bluntly put, the
grabbing of other people's territory
by the European rivals end the planting of colonies and spread of the imperialistic Idea and of conquest, have
sown the seed of international discord, and filially brought about a bursting of all the dams of bate and rage
which these things bred and deluged
the world with blood The antithesis
Is the abolition of all these mischief
breeders.—New York Evening Post.
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Money to Loan on Farm Lands.
Jim Johnson, representative
and helpless A young eon of Albert Smith's -We represent a strong finan--Office With - •
from the Marshall Lyon district- clothing of women
King- sustained a broken arm the pate cial company who can make inFRANK STATEMENT.
blighted
folk
old
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N. B. BARNET
in the last general assembly, has
week by falling off a horse.
_
f Grief.
mediate loans on Calloway coun- t
Herman Rosenthal,:: advertis- been able to secure sufficient go- d
have
We
nor
neither
resources
Some of our farmers are break- 'or farm lands for 5.to 10 years.' Murray, : : Kentucky
-irig manager for Sears, Roebuck toriety to cause the suffix of
Co., in the course of a recent "Honorable" to be attached to time to difsipate on evangelists ing grousd and preparing to put Interest payable annually. No oc)itc
-D•o•<.-- c).•cpse
who count a Hottentot chief out a crop, while others are en- loans taken for less than $1,000.•
-address before the Ad Club Con- h.
on. Jim voted
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cent of value of land. Prompt
rnent:
fered ie the lower house, of Philanthrophy is bankrupt be- they raised last year.
We have a bureau whose-du- which he was a member. But fore the appalling woe and desoI am glad that the prices of service will be rendered.--Ash3234
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Coldwater Calliags.
Prices and materials right.
•1-courteous clerks and a city trimP A. HART
PRENTICE HQLLAND
mer to wait on you.—Mrs. Inez Sam christagarry has sold to
F. M. Potts.
Brown Sale.
Mrs Fred Burton, of thiscity, Tobacco in this section is about
Is a patient in the Muriel! Sur- all sold.
• Do you read the label to know whether
gical Hospital where she under. C. B. Kingins has been repairyour baking powder is made from cream
Went an operation Tuesday morn- ing his home.
of tartar or, on the other hand, from alum
Logan Wrather, who has been
ing.
or phosphate?
wife,
employed in the Gospel Trumpet
Mr. E. A. Ballinger and
home
office, of Anderson, Ind., its visof Mayfield, have returned
Royal Baking Powder is made from
from Hugo, Ok., after an exten- iting home folks.
cre:,m of tartar, derived from grapes, and
ded visit to Mr. Ballinger's
Mrs. Ellie Kingins and chiladds to the food only wholesome qualities.
rents. Mayfield Messenger.
dren, who have been visiting
....
1
.11.
.
111111211
•
left the plait relative. in Stewart county, reWiltiarmi
George
or
aTum
—
contain
Other baking powders
week for Owensboro, Ky., where turned home the part week..
phosphate, both of mineral origin, and
he has accepted a position in the T. J. Wright has his new store
used as substitutes for cream of tartar
coca cola plant owned by County about completed, which is quite I
Prescription &pavement in Charge of a
because of their cheapness.
Attorney Barnett, of this city. an addition to our village.
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F. M. Pea gave the young peoNever sacrifice quality and healthfulare attending the Model ple a party Saturday night.
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ness tor low pEas.
School on first page of this issue Miss Noce Turner has been visW.•
of the Ledger. They will be at iting relatives in Graves county.
ROYAL BAKING POWDER CO.
the school house Thursday night Born to G. C. Bazzell anti wife
New York
April 13.
a boy.—Butterfly.
Mrs. Hicks, wife of Uncle
Arrested on Ugly Chime
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Visits Scene of Great Fire.
Tiigg Conaty Deaths.
Sheriff T. M. Hogler went to
came in the past week to spend much improved.
Rev. J. E. Skeeter, of Nash- somefew weeks the guest of his
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Murray and. brought__E
John P. 'Lan nom —tliii week Paris, where he was lodged in
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chickens at Mrs. Inez Brown week in the city the guest of will discontinue the Meat market having burned a hoose near the of this city, died yesterday half by three miles, 2,600 resibut will carry a complete line of Paris Mineral Wells about a year. morning at five o'clock at his dences and 150 business houses
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Doan's Regulets To feel strong, have good applications. She was a splendid Bee, of Murray, Ky. Aftotz the na May Ferguson were united in about $2.000 to be paid in labor have satisfied thousands. 25c petite ad digestion, sleep soundly
woman and was well known ceremony they returned to Mur- marriage Thursday morning of opposed the contract at this time, at all drug stores.
and enjoy life, use Burdock Blood
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sociated with the Fulton Jewelry city, and is a valued employe of is very problematical.
has been quite ill the past week be given at the school house
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the Frost Kiok has lain, oh, let
LADIES: _It-costs you nothing to totne to
me hear one mosquitp -again. I
Rudys for your Spring Wearables. We refund
am so weary of snow drifts and
your fares up to 5 per cent of your entire
ice, weary of paying the coal
purchases.
trust its price, weary of frost
bitten pie, give me a slice of the
READY-TO-WEAR AND MILLINERY
fourth of July.
Advastages Specially Notable.
A whole day'sschool work will
be given at the Model School,
You can select a Spring Coat, $5.90 to $20.00, or
school house Thursday night,Apa Spring Suit from $12.50, $15.00 up to $50.00, or a
ril 13, between 8 and 10. Recidainty Dress for any and all occasions $7.50. $12.50,
tations in physiology, arithme$15 00 or any price you care to pay, or a Hat of the
tic, reading, language and hislatest mode $4.00 up to $15.00 and whatever price
tory and possibly other subjeeta
garment or hat you select, rest assured it will be the
will o&upy the morning session,
very best in every way for that price. We can please
and the afternoon will be taken
you as to quality, style or price and a perfct fit. You
up with recitations, songs, oilalso have the advantage of dress accessories such as
ginals poems and compositiqns.
gloves, hose, slippers and articles to match the new
Dr. Berry is especially dramatic
Spring Costumes, a .necessary feature of this
in "Mary ,had a litte lamb."
Spring's Fashion.
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Much Talked About Nowadays. We Are Ready. Are You?
Now is the time to buy Screen Wire,.
- Screen Doors, etc, Buy now.
DON'T WAIT.
The Price is Now Right. - Don't Know About Later.

S & Irvan Lumber Co.
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DISTRICT
In Woman's Realm SMALL
MERGER URGED
Tailored Costumes Continue to Be Conservatively Cut rind In the
Simplest Styles—One of the Best of the Prevailing Models
Pictured—Alluring Handkerchief Novelties Offered
for the Approval of Femininity.

Sy JULIA SOTTOMLEY.
While in other departments of dress
estronses of style and more or lees
eccentric fashions present themselves, the tailored costumer is musanative., The tailor In
044tnui to cling to a happy medium, a
tuiddle-of-theroad course. lie takes
cogulsancv of the latest ideas as to
form aid outline, but refuses to be
beguiled by the eatravaganet• of %vino.
Unit effectil and a tendeney to over
tritenaluit.
The cleverest tailors are showing
both two and three-piece suits that ere

pretty novelties in itandkerehlefato be
worn in the poeket or the tailored coat,
After glimpsing them in the quickly
passing throngs on the streets ono le
apt to run thous down for a better
• la.
flaunted in the eyes of appreciative
womankind.
There are small handkerchiefs of col.
tired linen lawn, with narrow hems in
eontrastIng color, to be'
,
tern with the
new colored checks. They are plain
and chic. Next In the favor of admirers
are white handkerchiefs with colored
embroidery, lu a design that stagger°

SUFINVIIION OF RURAL SCHOOLS
EXPLAINS LAW ENACTED SY
LA3T LEGISLATURE.

BETTER RESULTS PREDICTED
'Many Districts Contribute ,Nothing to
C.aw),1,y-Fund. While QtharsOttlj_
Raise 11100 for State.
(Special Frankeet Correspondent**. 1
Frankfurt. Ky. The anaettneut of
the law by the last general sisembt)
requiring graded school districts el
maintain' a . high school equal to Mit
of the county or to pay tuition In •
high school for ita common school
Credits's.' 'sealed the doom of a 'Mildred or More little special districts
scattered- over Kentucky which

Y.

Fishermen Up in Arms.
The fishing bill which prohibits the
up a, row from
nee 01 nets, SSo
Catlettsburg to Paducah, serording to
Itepreeent &Gee Hover, of lemieville,
who was in rf011ik NW( fur a couple of
days, spurred on by sons, of his eonslit. •iivy to see- it_something can he
done to ptptect the net fisheries in the
Ohio river. They were surprised to
neve that the prohibition extends to
navigable' boundary strewn. and Kentucky has control of Ilse eaters of the
Ohio l0 low water mark on the opp.).
sit,* shore Ile called on Gov. Stanley,
Atty (lets. Logan and veiled up the
elate saute anti fish department. It Is
maim
said 1,000
their living .•atelling fish with nets
and man/ uf them have investments of
200 to II:too it was the lifienflon o
the game anti fish department to ex'dude the (1111‘1, but the euertion wit
raised whether the bill would stand
the test, not applying uniformly to all
04 Creams As It was patinad it included
all waters of Kentucky.

SNEAD MADE IN A HURRY
-Just as Good as When Done In the
Ordinary Way and Quickly Ready
for th_l_Table.
Break two cakes of yeast into one
of water at blood totnperature Put
a tablespoonful of sugar on the yeast
to stimulate its qqick growth %Visite
this "oaks, warm two cupfuls of milk
with one cupful of water. This, with
the water over the yeast, makes a
iqut
uievrt
ocof wetting, sufficient for four

t)
Grip
flantsfing'Onf
Sack aches? Stomach sensitive? A little cough? No
All
Tire easily?
strength?
after effects of this dread malady. Yes, they are catarrhal.
Grip is a catarrhal disease.
You can never be well as long
as catarrh remains in your system, weakening your whole
body with stagnant blood and
unhealthy socretiuns.

In•largo mixing bowl put several
alerestet dour and make a dispressioa
le the middle of the flour, Into which
put a level tablespoonful of salt and I
esplag tahirs000ntui at lard. Pour
the liquid and the yeast upon the flour
and mix with the hands, working the
flour from the outside into the liquid
It's the one tonic for the after
In the middle of the mass. Make a
effects of grip, because it is a
miff dough and lift the bell out, putcatarrhal treatment of proved
ting away any remaining flour for fie
excellence. Take It to clear
lure use. If the flour is granular, let
the dough lie on the board for ten
away all the effects of grip, to
minute', covered with a warns bowl,
tone the digestion,clear up the
inflammed membranes. regulate the
that the flour may properly absorb the
bowels, and set you on the highway
nee'lure. If the flour is not granular,
to complete recovery.
this wait is not necessary
Perhaps ISO_ at Apes of your
Now shape the dough without kneadfriends haVO-SIMC
Taiii*t"
ing, lay the ball in a buttered bowl,
Thoueandint smoltla Ma state
ml butter The iiurtra-orttie -hough to
of
It.
ids n Y
told
us
have,and have
keep It art! "Cover and let It double
thousands more have been helped
In a warm ptace. an hour to an hour
at critical times by this linable
tanAly medicine.
And a half. It YOU wish still further,
to hurry, It. sot the bowl in warm waPremise saw is ult.. Ism fee rear esseedwei.
ter and place a smaller bowl of warm
m.Pomo& Compose, Columbus,Ohio
water on the lid of the large howl
containing the dough.
A Hot Time.
When doubled, shape quickly into
"What canoed the (velum' between
the baking pans for the second riding
and bake when again light- This red! you and Jones?"
"A heated argument."
pe Is excellent for use when one must
have bread In a hurry. Half of the
dough may be made into crusty rolls. Seastan Women Suffered Untold Torturea
but who wants to be a Spartan' 'rake
"Femenina" for all female disorders.
TO WASH WINDOWS QUICKLY Price 50c and $1.00.—Adv.

You Need

PERUNA

$1,000.000.000 Food Loss. •
In w resume of work Sone by the
food and ii rug department of the Ken
Why Agricultural Experiment Sta
(lists, R M..41,ea.dtrector. disc4emis,
food west.- end fatherillie startling'
u
100
which are lagging bchind the advanced in this country may be estimated in
position" of the country rural schools. -figures at not lees than $1,00
.
0.000,000
J. colter. ruttier v Mot_ Al_ lurid_annually." Continuing, he _says: "Our
schools, Is urging these districts, investigations are developing the great
wiefulnees of construetive food control
which contain less than $500.000
*wised valuetion it( property, to dis- as a means of food conservation. What
solve and merge their Identity 4nto the causes are and how they can be
the county system. With the 34-cent_ Prevented have been the questions
levy, their limit, he said It requires with us. We have found wastes In
oh. orlon- milk_ butter. meat. _MIR,.
incsemementain ketteaMff at tine ml
',mum for such a district to maintain vegetables, vandles. bulk (Tacker',
a high school. Sortie of them do Sot bread, pickles. and even substantial
raise more than $100 by Leer opt-cial wastes In canned, bottled and package
tax to atipplement the state school food."
_
et.
fund. They contribute nothing to the
Appointment
Is
Urged.
eounty school fund, and the new law
A delegation
Payeidte___roun
will result In one of three things -they
As In Most Other Cases, There Is •
Some men will do almost ansliiing
Right and a Wrong Way
will discourage children finishing the horsemen rind breeders rafted-OR tior.
in 'Order to get their nanic,t in tii'. sei
s
to appoint Milton
of Doing It.
eighth grade, they will seek to extend Stanley to urge )
ral•
their boundaries, thus reducing the .Young. of 1.exingi-en: on lite racing
taamit
tits
tweincy-raused
toOR
-Take a large cloth, a yard long, pat
county school terr ory
.more, or they will abolish the Special by the resignation of Johnson N. Cam- It Into a close swab like a sponge.
den, 0.- Atnont thoie who called on Wet soppy, but. not dripping, with wa-district.
the governor were Joe VanMeter, ter. Dent the center and pour in kerDon't Worry about a bad back.
John Carr, John liarbee, J. 0. Keene, osene and sop it into the face of the
Get -rid et 41. Probably your kid.
Bilis with Emergency Clauses.
neys are out of order. Resume senJohn Platt, W. J. Young and the Gal. cloth. With this swab quickly wash
Attorney General Logan has pre- nigher brothers. Other names out. the outside of the windows to loosen
sible habits and help the kidneys.
Then. kidney backache will go;
pared a list Of hills passed by the Leg- Rested for the appointment are Geo. all flyspecks, dust, old paint or alkaalso the tilzzy spells, lameness, stiffemergency Long, of Louisville, former member line deposit. Follow at once with a
islature
which
carry
ness, tired feelings, nervousness,
clauses, and which become effective at of the commission, and John Morris, of large, soft and dry cloth.
rheumatic Paine and biadder trou.agag.kling_ Inr I ha ..nn.seWeestfordsseienty, one..
The first 'cloth leaves It iftleitY, but
bles.
Use Doan's 16lney
struction of streets in cities of the
the polishing will make It very clean
Thousands recommend them.
third class on the installment plan is Friends Urge Aillnaton.
and shiny. This first swab will clean
A Tennessee Case
the first bill on the list.
Harry Mlington; of -Newport. presi- a large number of windows, simply
Mrs. Stella Te4The • Hutchcraft anti-screen bill be- dent of the Stale Federation of Labe!,, turning so as not to scratch the glass
tors
• ri Chamberlain
a
came effective before the Legislature Is being urged by representative* of with the duet on it. The polishers
St., Rockwood.
Wry."
Tenn., says: "The
adjourned, as Governor Stanley ap- organized labor for one of the three need not be renewed until damp.
r ettnne
kidney s
easore_durtng--the_ sea- places on the workmen's
have been a terriThe windows become very brilliant
annoyance
to
ble
followOthers
effective
are
the
Mon.
NOVE'.."11ES PRE,;ENTED BY THE TAILOR.
board. A delegation, headed- by John and clean and there is no freezing of
me. it finally got
ing:
so that the pain
Schneider, called on Gov. Stanley to eater, or wetting the hands, as gloves
was .ontinuous day
very conservative. The models sent the springtime in one corner of each
The bill 'appropriating 13.500 for the present the- claims of the labor unions ean be worn. Especially good in cold
401.1 night. My back
of the Confederate
over by French tailors depend upon handkerchief. Butterflies and bees and support of the inmates
was sore and stiff
ii
at l'ewre Valley, in lieu of the per Senator Webster helm, of Newport. or windy weather.
n
I couldn't
Cleverness of cut, correctness of lines, blossoms are reproduced in unusual veldt* of 1115 a year:
The same method can be used inaccompanied them. The board wil1
move
at times. A
and perfection of workmanship for colorings and with beautiful workmanThe Cook bill to enable Fiscal Courts to consenter claims and award damae
be
used,
side.
Pure
kerosene
can
also
doctor
told
ni.. an
comity isaloricre for the purpose of
operation was necessary and he stave
distinction. Perfect fit and finish con- ship. Similar designs show conven- seleet
but the above combination appears
handling proceeda of bond issues I° 1.11nd for injuries in industrial accidents.
medicine,
didn't
Ti)'
mo
hut
I
ii
tel
kelp
tribute to their title effect. They ig- tional flowers in one or two colors or reconstruct roads and bridges.
to more quickly soften the varieties
until I used tooan's Kidney tens. A
Act enabling school boards In cities of
nore fussiness.
few boxes entirely rid me of the trouwith white.
deposit.
Requisitions
Issued.
of
Two
Its.' second class to pia...anew reel estate.
ble."
American women are very partial
Four of thebe neW ideas are shown
Notaries. Public can now be appointed
A requisition was issued on the govGet Dose.at Amy Stara, SCte a Bea
to navy blue—"the gentlewoman's here.
by the (ioverrebr without being confirmed ernor of Ohio by Gov. Stanley for the
Keep Cupboards Clear.
the Senate as that remedial legislation
color,' as the French term it. ThereA springtime fancy appears in the b)
majority
of
women
do
The
sot
seem
extradition from Cincinnati of John
has beeome it law.
PILLS
fore a hirge proportion of model clover blossom in pink with stem and
The act providing for the employment Hudson. alias John Woods, charged to realize the danger there is In acFOSTERSULBURN CO. BUFFALO. N. Y.
gowns are made up in this becoming leaf in greenish blue outlined with id it bookkeeper for the State Litirary.
In Louisville with nrodking into the cumulations in closets. The dust and
All of the bills regulating the times of,
And serviceable shade. The majority black. The bee has a black body with
Corm.. 11i (.1Pii t lit the a ensile Ju- residence of Frank Brown and steal- lint from old clothes are very inflamholding
are dark in color, but many of them orange stripes and his gauze wings dicial districts passed by the Legislature.
ing clothing. Another requisition was mable. Lighting a match to look for
are brightened by vests of brocaded are merely outlined with the tiniest of
Superin- issued for the extradition from Shreve- some article in a crowded closet, or
The measure authorizing
tendent of Public Instruction to a ioolist
.or plaid silks,
stitiehes.
port, La., of Chas. Stanley Walker, of taking a candle into such a place often
four clerks and four stetiograPliers.
.A model that is intereatieg from sayA butterfly with outspread wings is
A several -aliases, charged in Paducah causes fire. Old clothing, rags, waste
The work men's compenuatNii act.
e ranklin
.e1ill standpoints is shown in the pic- a marvel for its Laithfulness to nature. test suit will be tiled In tin'
paper and every sort of rubbish should
cult Court In a few day• f.7r the purpose with pass;ng a forged check for iS5 on
ture. The fullness of the skirt, a con- It is In tan, black, white, and orange, of
be cleared out of closets. A spark in
testing the validity of thiS'act.
a bank.
cession of the season's mode, is ap- and everyone has seen the same beaua dusty closet has been known to
The
propriately disposed in plaits. The tiful insect flying about. Another but•nle 115;000 appropriation to the Eastern Tentative Assessments Announced.
ignite a whole building; even an acof
refor the-put-poor
coat is cleverly cut and easy fitting, tertly pattern shows gold wings spot- Kentucky Hospital
The tentative increases by the state cumulat,Wn under bureaus and sofas is
pairing the colored wards.
with peplum pointed at the sides and ted with blue and white. The body
Senator eottibs' pure total bfil.
board of equalization have been com- dangerodie If you do discover a fire
back, and laid in plaits to give It full- is,white and it and the wings are outThe poll-tag law, prosrldnrg_for the col- pleted. No changes were-made in the in your closet close the door and get a
The Quality Food—the
lection of but lune poll' tax of citizens of
ness.
lined with black.
67"A wet
returns, from Lee, Letcher, Lincoln, bucket of water and is Woo
citics
of the third claim.
tastiest, most healthful
The sleeves are plain, with deep, • conventional rose Ls shown In nat.
Th.. art providing for refunding of state Livingiiton, Logan. Madison. Marion, broom is the best Ore extinguisher
ellghtly flaring cuffs. A girdle extends tier blue. tan, and white, outlined ir
rrants and manor-an --twee. warrants -a SteCradien,-Ntecreary. -Meade-Jr-elver, ever invented," saidWn Metal of the
and most economical
specified date of maturity.
fire department. "You can threw a
food that can grace your
The act relating to the agriculture) ex- Metcalfe, Monroe, Montgomery, Mon
tension work and home ecion.....l.'s 'ittel gen. Muhlenberg, Nelson, Nicholas, solid sheet of water with it or only a
table.
providing an appropriation enabling the
spray; you can beat a fire out with a
State University at Lexingtots to co-op- Perry, Pike, Rockcastle, Russel', Shel
erate with the Federal government under by, Taylor, Todd, Trimble, Union. War broom or you can pull down a blazing
the smith -Lever act.
curtain with it."
reit, Washington and Wolfe.
At All Good
The resolution providing for the refunding of money to the saloon keeper:4
Grocers'
whose state liquor licenses were catweled Quits State Job.'
Stuffed Onions.
by the local option law.
Place
eight
largo
Bermuda
onions,
John Mass, of Louisville, has resigned as secretary. of the state hoard of peeled and washed, in a baking dish.
Save the signature of
embalmers, and his resignation war Cover with boiling water slightly saltTo Announce Commissioners.
Paul F. Skinner
ed. Bake them half an hour_or till a
It is expected that Gov. Stanley will accepted by the governor.
on each package and obtain a
wire will pierce them, then turn off
announce in a (tay or two the special
Set of Oneida Community
the water, then with a sharp, thintax commission to 'draft a reenue bill
Par
Plate Silverware free.
bladed
knife
take
out
the
heart
withFRANKFORT NOTES
and report it to the governor next Ocout breaking the outer walls, fill the
tober. Nothing is given out --it the
Write us for full particulars—
cavity with minced cold chicken and
Stanley has just appointed
executive offices. to indicate-who the
fine
bread
crumbs,
seasoned
with
no obligation — and we will
governor is considering, but it is un- M. Hunle-y police judge of Hillsboro.
melted butter. Sprinkle crumbs, butsend you also a beautiful 36derstood he is seeking a commission
page book of recipes— all free.
Robert Jones, Owingsville, has been tered, over the dish until it almost
that will not only make certain a
touches the top of the onions. Cover
Write today.
careful investigation, but be repre- appointed clerk in the corporation de
them and bake halt an hour.
:COMMiSsiOrt-la--to- be I pertinent by State Xuditor Greene.
sentative. The.
SKINNER MFG. CO.
composed of three senators and four
Silver Parfait.
OMAHA, NEB.
Gov. Stanley has appointed' Perry
representatives. Among the names
Boil one cupful of sugar in one cupThe Lanles
,Macaroni Factory In America
generally talked of Senator Hite Hut- Cassidy, of Lexington. aide-de-camp
ful of water until it threads. Pour it
faker, of--Leuisville; Senator Strick- on his staff, with the rank of colonel.
over the stiffly beaten whites of three
lett, of Covinkton, and Senator Hiram
eggs and beat again. When cool add
of
Clumm,
latter
a
Robert
Frankfort.
has
the
:RepubBrock, of Harlan,
one pint whipped cream, flavor with
lican. Senator Stricklett was in the been appointed to a clerkship in the
two teaspoonfuls of ainy kind of Int-AGENTS AND SALES
city, but said the subject has not as state insurance department and as
voting desired. Pack in ice and salt
,
yet been mentioned to him by the gov- sumed his duties immediately.
REPRESENTATIVES
and let stand until/firm. One day for
In yout locality. Big proposition,
ernor. Senator Speer, of Frankfort,
company
dinner
I
picked
a
a
few
good
pay Experience unneces-A graduated tax of five cents a gal
whirs is regarded as certain to become
&arr. Earn $5,00 to-Si 5.00 per
choice strawberries, mashed tct---a
V.1
day in a pleasant and dignified
a member of the administration in an Ion on beer atid- twenty-five cents a
sieve and added whole, have also addmanner without interfering with
important post before many months, gallon on spiritouS and vinous liquors
your present business or occupaed cherries whole, and the effect is
tion. This is a great opportunity
is not likely foeSbatireason to be con- sold by the saloonkeepers of Frank.
foi'a live wire. Wrae for particupretty.—Exchange.
very
—
fort has been introduced.
sidered for the commission.
lars. Address
NOVELTIES IN HANDKERCHIEFS.
Celery Cutlets.
The Fashion Tailors of Chicago
across the front and back, hut is lack- black. The work on all these is ex- Boole* Can't Acitept.
.A..survey of the school situation in
Mix together one cupful of cold
327-329 S. Familia St., lime, Ill.
State Senator W. W. Booles. of Tay- Mason county will be made by Rural
ing at the sides. It- is finished with a quisitely fine. ,
baked beans, one cupful of chopped
Makers of htgh grade made
the,
accept
a
place
on
lorsville,can.not
bit of embroidery, which is repeated
School Supervisor T. J. Coates and R. celery, two tablespoonfuls of melted
to- measure clothing for
be
appointed•
to
commission,
tax
state
collar.
Portieres
From
Leather
Scrape.
standing
the
men. mr1oes•15.00 and up.
on
F. Button, and the cost of school im• butter, two beaten eggs, one scant teaA vestee and high turnover collar of , Very pretty ,portieres can be made by Gov. Stanley for the purpose of provements will .be reported to the spoonful of lemon juice, salt said pepdrafting a _tea B114_lna,Ietter to_G9v.
'..1
inttiri. with e-uffs -to -Match may- be_
leatiser-ecrnini"
Shari° Into cylinders, roll In
er.
LS M.
Made in plaid Bilk if more color is pre. era' scraps." The scraps 'of leather Stanley - ne begged t"0 be •excused on
in
dust
and
fry
deep
cracker
fat.
toilet
preparation
of nteiik'
ferred Or they might be of pique or are cut in strips one-half inch wide account of private business ntLiirs
For
of
q
attorneys
wlio
calling
reproiented
"S.
the
The
Restating
urged
Color
and
mai
serving
ore/oldie, since they are sopa to and tied in knote, as carpet rags are from
To freshen State Bread.
,
BoaotrtaGra_yorFatiedHair
put a rev- F. llobbs and 'Tie le Bill" Alien in
time
to
session
in
and
special
IUD
at
more
'
,
tied..
The
linotieUe
Drarrata
more
efiecpfeees.
.
.
Sotha
in ctoit
ow
seatiii r,, V .biaae4f._!! -caailtis .eaue !ate Juto,...atinet,14v...t he prei 9r next -their ....cianinaL_for
1lia....masel4.Wa.44:4...A.1111. a. witAtt,et thai../lie
kte inteYl
ebre
,Iplu
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....:kitie,,u44.itat4 thu.-130v.iikopowleaulgyvr
--In_PAPSVartIetC4t91k,_4
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Stirifigk
alise4P4Itive
7
'
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• ,4 "4-*
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r
and,
cloth
a
damp
when
Irepewell
le
Wrap
it
.
i.e.
„
e.
';nee and the fesol', 1. tIto '5, altt.Y,' outs I' Fill. I•riupdhip flt_tii, sef7is.iesit !II. pt for the eommiesiow and but one amounting to $:.'5,4 side. This fee is cold, it will be like fresh bread,
W. N. U., MEMPILS, NO. 15-1916.
name is kflown as a p-ctical certainty. paid by the state
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Stop That Ache!
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DOAN'S "I""

SKINNER'S
Macaroni or
Spaghetti
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disease.

OP CALOMEL! TAKE
DODSON'S LIVER TONE

—
With Breslau. Watched on One
Route. She Got to Turkey
by Another.

-too

as long

understood the admiral. This Is how
he argued, however; LThis boat is evidently a patrol intending tu wireless
our ntovernent to the main British
neve lie shall save us not ruin us.
Ile shall du his work, We shall neither
14,1 him
fire at nor jam him.
wireless that the germans are making
for the Adriatie, wherias the Oar
dentines is our object'
Jammed the Wireless.
"It was dark. The Breslau closed
news was communicated tu them, "be' in It was ten o'clock In the evening.
(lime quiet."
Then came the order from the bridge
At four o'clock in the morning of 'Right about; starboard, make for
August 5 the two ship. reached MN*. Caps MataPall‘(the southern puke' of
sins The (lonersl was waiting there (ireece).
with coal, but the representa"The watching Brinell elfdafir saw
tives of the Italian government re. the maneuver, but before it Wild wirefused MI grounds et aviuteallty to allow ten the 11W4FRI that the Germano wer
11
the warships themselves to coal there. making for the *est the folloeriag orPlanned to Deceive British.
der was flamh•-d out from the admiral:
Fooled British as to Destination,
On the evening of the same day an"'Jaw the wireless, jar% it like the
Changed Course and Jammed geeother shock occurred. An Italian of. devil!'
liver "representing the commander at
my's Wireless So Warships
"The Goeben operators began the
Messina" arrived and was ushered into %ark Of confusion. Wireless wave
Could Not Se Advised.
the admiral's dining room. The ad- broke in upon wireless wave: sound
miral asked him to take a seat, but he interrupted sound for two gond hours.
of this wonLondon.--A picturesque account of
vegetable compound that does n day's work. I want to see a
discovered
may 1 du And during #11 that titre the British
"What
stand.
to
preferred
here.
home
every
in
and
the thrilling escape of the Goeben
and I derful liver medicine
the admiral. "We fleet la> securely off Malta an' the- the work of dangerous, sickening calomel
the Breslau to the Dardanelles at the for you?" asked
Calomel is poison—it's mercury—it attacks the
bottle
a
try
to
paper
(in straits of Otranto, ready to prevent
this
of
officer
reader
the
replied
every
know,"
to
want
want
beginning of the war is contained in
often causing rheumatism. Calomel is danbones,
and
ships
better
German
the
up
long
"how
straighten you
the Germans betaking :brutish into
a book which is causing a sensation German),
can
They
here.
to
remain
It sickens--whilo my Dodson's Liver
boon,
propose
Iwo
gerous.
to
these
back
to
During
just
Adriatic.
calomel
the
In Germany.' The author, Emil Ludquicker than salivating
twenty-tour -hours in a howeeer, the Genneps were traveling
remain
only
_is_ safe_pleasant and harmless._ Eat an;-with-wis-sa-ye-that,-1-11*-ta4titstore--anti get-rtir-rnane-y
port.". The semi-official wri- eastward without obetscL while the
gathered from sources of unques- neutral
afterwards, because it can not salivate. Give
thing
I guarantee. that one spoonful Of
ter observes, "The last words came patrol boot tried to make itself untioned reliability, asserts that the two
children because it doesn't upset the stomthe
to
it
with difficulty from the Italian's lips." derstood in vain. A wild weird sung
ilerman warships owe their escape
-a-spoonful tonight
liver.
Err
shoc-k-sheach
-sour
here twenty. of sounds quivered throur.i the
of-the
remain
I
will
well,
Very
bowels
"
tif
thirty feet
from the British pursuit to a remirItadmiral
ready for a full
the
and
fine
four hours." replied
wireless wave crashed Into TAMS'S bile and constipation poison which is clogging and wake up feeling
able wireless device, lie also says
"Of course I wave, &Iwo vu confusion Lad unest•
pause.
was
a
There
work.
clay's
thlit the British fleet was so certain
your system and making you feel miserable.
reckon the respite from this moment taintY."
Get a bottle! Try it! If it doesn't do exactly
of the enemy cruisers' intention to
I guarantee that one spoonful of this harmless
Messina
that
me
you
inform
wireless
which
In
tho
The writer admits that
gain an Austrian port in the Adriatic
I say, tell your dealer to hand your money
what
bilheadache,
the
relieve
will
is, In fact, a neutral port."
liquid liver medicine
messages of the cruiser which he calls
that special precautions were taken
knows
At Midday on August 6 the admiral the Gloucester evidently reached the
iousness, coated tongue, ague, malaria, sour stom- back. Every druggist and store keeper here
to guard th Strait of Otranto, thus
4fv a
order to the British fleet, but they reached It too
discpverL
my
wonderful
of
knows
the
following
and
issued
Mg
ach or any other distress caused by a torpid
leaving to the Germans a clear road
three ships under his command:
were on the
ships
German
late-the
medicine
vegetable
nauseating
ple.
Constantino
calomel.from Messina to
quidcly u a dose of vile,
"News about the enemy is uncut.. '.ay to Conetantinople
•
There is evidence that the author
make you sick or keep you from
k
besides
strength lies in
his
presume
I
tam.
has had access to the log book of the
_
the Adriatic and that he is watching
Each Chinese schoolboy haste ftilh
A Beneficent Influence.
Our Fix, Too.
Ooeben, and that he also received
in the Messina straits.
exits
both
his own stool and table, alt well
Math
to
me
pestering
keep
do
"Why
you
the
first hand information regarding
"What does your husband do with
to the
through
break
To
own Ink, brush and writing pa"Object:
his
as
takpictures
go and have some more
flight from the commander in chief,
French Post Spends -All His Time Is his °id clothes?"
per.
East and reach the Dardanelles.
Growcher.
en?'
imetired
'em,"
wearing
on
right
"Keeps
Vice-Admiral Bouchon.
led, With All Noises
"Order of going Goeben leaves at
"Because," replied his wife, "the
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ANOTHER LINK WIN MAYFIELD.

Mayfield, Ky., April 4.-Thlrthuutend pounds of- - tot-inn
Another link with our neigh- were sold at the loose leaf tarn
boring town of Mayfield is pro- of McClain te Waldrop Monday
*tided in the followlagErstefulmorning, and it was the best
and renerous statement of a we'l Gale, according to geodes offered,
!of any sale this season. The en•
known resident there: -Mr. John Baker, N. Sixth St„ tire amount was purchased by
says: "My back was so sort at . local dealers, W. A. Usher and
times that I could hardly stoop Clint Burnett. There were no
or straighten and at night I' good grades offered and low leaf
couldn't lie onit. The kidney Iv- brought from $0.50-to$11,60
o teflon' were too frequentand lugs from $4.00 to $8.60.
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publicly recommended. Foster-
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Parluiah, Ky., April -8.-Tobacco receipts last week at the
local warehouses reached over
1,000,(sio pounds, according to
estimates received from the seven warehouses that are receiving here. This probably was the
heaviest delivery made in any
week since the season opened.
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This High Bred, Classy and Stylish Pony Stat.
lion will make the present season at Nat Ryan's
barn, Murray, Kentucky.
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about $1,00 per huidiati more
Lao W. Rowland Stock.
than they were three weeks ago.
are averaging about six
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Starlight, Jr., one of the finest
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DALE & STUBBLEFIELD

all of the 1915 crop to be delivered within the next few weeks.

. NordiCalloway News.

Clarksville, Tenn., April 3.Saturday was a busy day in the
tobacco market, about 300,000
Pounds of loose tobacco being
sold at prices that seemed to be
advance_a_last week.
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fords and once you get a colt '--to a very serAs shown in cut,. LIGON is a beautiful white
from either of these animale -litand from every source tobacco joying peace and happiness in bus accident by splitting his
and black, almost perfect in form, 7 years old,
feel that you will not go else- is pouring in. A great deal is the land of the -free and the foot open with an axe. Also
home of the brave."
where in the future. Come and being received by river.
12 1-2 hands high and weighs 600 ponds, condiCharley Fulton got his leg sawThe farmers are about through edaeross the thigh which made
For Sale.-90 acres best creek
see then.-Lem W. Rowland
tions Qt the yea hest. Handlea_anti driven.
tforii larir120-aeres seconil hot- with their PTant-leds and most. an ugly wound. -It required-Tour
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everybody seemed to enjoy very
Eggs for Sale.-My hens took eggs 75c for 15 packed, or at 50c has over looked upon. Is blood by. woman in this community to hamuch. There were about sixtythe blue ribbon at the Calloway at home.--Sunny Side Poultry il, woe the blue ribbon in his class ndle a special plan which has
five present.
For Sprains,Lameness,
county fair last fall. 50 cents Farm, T. .1. Howard, Murray, at the Henry county fair and at the proven unusually profitable. A
Jim Melton had a very sick
SI urray fair. While h., is a trotting
Sores,
Cuts, Rheumatism
for setting of Ite eggs at my . Rt. 1. Cumb.
phone 2 on 109 J. Med horse, yet lie goes all
good
-opening
for
right
party.
cow
a few days ago and had to
gates
.the
_
_
Penetrates and Heals.
Address with two references,
home in Murray. Ky. Will mail
himmaking
ver
itesirabre
'for
those
have
Dr. Boggess, the veteriFor baby's croup, Willie's daiStops Pain At Once
them at purchasers expense.
eho like k double gaited horse. A 'Publisher, Box 155, Times Sq.
narian.
ly cuts and bruises, ma3302*
ma's sore brother if De Wo;.ida won two races Sta., New York City.
For Man and Beast
Mrs. Lee Rowlett.
in
25c.50c.$1. At All Dealers,
one
day.
.
Ite
Woods
is
pronounced
throat, grandma's lameness-Dr
Hardware, ranges and
A barrel of good, guaranteed
oil
Gat your haroware, ranges
by horsemen to bs the best combineThomas
Electric
s
toves
for
Oil-the
sale-by'
Bros.
house-as cheap asyou ever bought
Lion lisrse in West Kentucky.
antrolI Cook stoves.-from Itucv
one
in
your life. Come and get
hold
remedy.
2-ic and ;me.
Bros.
Dr. Hartman, 2,885- This fine 3For Sale.-Pair black mare
year-old jack will wake the season at
yours.-Ho
od &rain, west side.
mules 3 years old this summer,
the same place. at /110.00 to •insu e a
living colt, under usual conditions. also good brood mare. Come and lie is 1k1-2 hands high, big bone. tine see them and get terms.-W. M.
head and ears.
Bryant, 6 miles north Murray 4'
One Starlight jack. 2.s84. .1-year-old
The J. D. Roberts Stock.
151tands hi.01. will make the season
at same place, ss.00 to insure a living"
colt, under usnal Conditions. Season
My horse and two jacks will
, premiums will be given for best colts make the 1916 season at Potter'-ball for second hest.
town under the same conditions
-Some on.1 o4_11-1*--4a-rit at- kil tdines
to wait upon you.-.1. II. Ellis. 32.36 and at the same terms as last
iT year.
This. stock is too -well
I
Walter Farris Stick.
known to need any further introduction, and will appreciate.
Rowdy (rote. T. is line jack vsiil any business given . me.-J. D.
..t.),‘• slahle. iibolit _ 1!„ 11)
.1-11 .1 Robert:.
ti ':11 l‘j_IITIA:4:, 441 3111 rr:6• and etlit.1"
(: rd road-. at $s to insures Ihir,g-coii.. Stock.-Fine Jersey male will
1 Rowdy •Tom-- --.,is of medium size make the season at 75e, cash, or
!weigF1s709.P"InIcis. dark Irown• am.° i $1 time. Duroe pigs for sale,
was sires by Long. Toni; out a a tine
black jelling, Colts from Hits jack males and females.-N. M.• Las.
took premituns:at;the Nfuriay Fair -s-iter. 4 miles-east of Murray. 2*
and have never been.tnnied down at
J. T. Hurt & Son Stock.
fairs.

$10.00 to insure living foil, $7.50 advance
_paynYent for_seririce,_ with privilege to return during
current season. $5.00-aclvance for singleservice.
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MOM6AN PATCH

Dr. Batten, Jr.-This fine

O. 6726

horse will

'mike the .i.eason at the same- place. The J. T Hurt & Son stock
under We same conditions. at Or.
that made the last season at
This fine registered stallion will make the season of 1916 at
Dr. Batten. .Jr.. sired by Dr. Batmy barn H miles north of Coldwater on the Coldwater and Back- ten. No. •191414. registered standard Cherry will be in the care of
usburg road on what is known as the Sam Kelley farm at $10.00 to bred trotting horse. sired by Ashland Bob Layeock and Errett Grogan
this season. Favorite Cook will
Wilkes. recorck2:17
insure a living colt 8 days old. Description and pedigree:
Mor- Wilkes. sire of more1-5. He by Red be in charge of Mr. Laycock,
than
160
In
2:20
gan Patch No. 6726, is a bay stallion, 4 years old, 16 hands high,
1kt. lie by George
the foun- one mile north of Knight on the
1,700 pounds. He is a combined saddle and harness horse. First der of the -greatest Wilkes.
trotting. family Pine Bluff and Shannon road,
sire. Sprague Patch, he by Dan.Patch 1:55. First Dam Lizzie DA& ki.own to tlit,"Yrrirld. Be by _Ham:
'ley. she by Clegg's Morgan, son of Bullet 2108; second dam Rau: bletonlati 10. first 'dam: OnICA. by and Spanish Lee, the jack, will
and be in charge of Mr....Grogan, 1-4
cetta; third dam Bessie, by Mountaineer 76, son of Streeler 674-t• Stratnons ;ire of Semicolon.
limo
mile south of New Hope church.
than
more
otiters,:..
lie
by
llorge
fourth dam Solomon Berry. Sheffieldii, he by Mbert Gray 3241.
Wilkes. 11 is mother we,a .((
terms•and cotiditinns will be
The
Morgan Patch,efaatotei-ed_.0.titues.in eq.settel-litsee- anti-Serra •to
- The same as last year and breed„ - • .•
-• •
7111,11,4117:Te*
•
ere are iireced to investigate
!Mk ite014,;
'
14fi. weighs
3:34*1
these animals before eniag elsg•
E. B.,ADA9S, Farminvon ity., R. F. D,2
*
0.r F.,..,rr•-•
where.-J. T. Her: & Son. 3304

Artist Charmer 2391

Shis fine Registered Saddle Stallion
will make the season of 1916 at my stable 6 miles west of Murray
and 2 miles northeast of Lynn Grove, at $10.00 to insure a living
colt 8 days old. 20 per cent discount if you pay when colt is
days old. If you want a prize winner breed to this horse. He and
his colts have woe more premiums at our county fairs than all ,the
others combined. He is a dark bay 15i - hands high. This is a
true picture of him.

Black Joe. Jr

This j'tC*

, -

yill be at s.,qa.i.,t1;4•.a.:

vq,241M.cirDkassmabote...=--•

4
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